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designmontrealopenhouse.com
MONTRÉAL IS BRIMMING WITH CREATIVE TALENTS—MORE THAN 25,000 OF THEM—WHO DESERVE TO BE KNOWN AND ACKNOWLEDGED. THANKS TO THEM AND OUR MANY INSTITUTIONS DEDICATED TO ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN, MONTRÉAL IS ACCLAIMED AS ONE OF 11 UNESCO CITIES OF DESIGN AROUND THE WORLD.
EVERY TWO YEARS, ON THE FIRST WEEKEND IN MAY, MONTRÉAL-BASED ARCHITECTS AND DESIGNERS THAT HAVE BEEN RECOGNIZED IN LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL DESIGN COMPETITIONS OPEN THEIR DOORS TO THE PUBLIC. THIS IS A CHANCE FOR EVERYONE TO SEE HOW THEIR IDEAS ARE BORN AND TO GET A BETTER SENSE OF HOW THEY FIND CONCRETE EXPRESSION IN OUR DAILY LIVES. DESIGN MONTRÉAL OPEN HOUSE IS A GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY TO TALK TO THEM ABOUT THEIR WORK AND ACHIEVEMENTS, BUT ALSO TO SHARE YOUR OWN IDEAS AND PROJECTS.
MAKA KOTTO  
Québec Minister of Culture and Communications

I’m proud to be part of the Design Montréal Open House event, which invites citizens from all of our communities to discover and appreciate the latest and greatest creative achievements in all design disciplines, all over the city. That creative spirit has earned Montréal its status as a UNESCO City of Design, the only one in North America. This event helps raise awareness of the talented designers who, among other things, help enrich Montrealers’ quality of life and raise the profile of Québec’s metropolis around the world.

I thank all of the creative practitioners and firms who are welcoming visitors to their premises and sharing the passion for design that drives them.

ÉLAIMNE AYOTTE  
Ville de Montréal’s Executive Committee member responsible for Culture, Heritage and Design

If Montréal is a proud member of the Creative Cities Network, it is because we have made a firm commitment to making good design the cornerstone of our urban planning actions, all across our territory.

There is no doubt that Montréal’s designers play a role in the quality of our living environment. Design Montréal Open House is a chance for everyone to see how their ideas are born and to get a better sense of how they find concrete expression in our daily lives.

I invite all Montrealers to take advantage of the Open House and enjoy these two days of free activities. Come and explore inspiring spaces in the company of the immensely talented creative professionals who have earned our city the title UNESCO City of Design.

ANNE-MARIE CADIEUX  
Actress

I am delighted to once again act as spokesperson for the Design Montréal Open House.

Great design is a reflection of our values and the ways in which our lives and needs evolve. Shapes, materials and spaces come to life thanks to the ingenuity and talent of designers. They create buildings and sites in our image, and objects that make our everyday lives more pleasant. This event provides a one-of-a-kind opportunity to come out and meet design professionals from multiple backgrounds, and discover the creativity and passion that are their inspiration.

CLAUD CORMIER  
Landscape architect

Every designer seeks to create dialogue. Generate emotions. Sometimes, shake up the established order. But above all, spark a reaction to the sites or objects he or she produces. The creative act demands conviction and daring. Conviction, to rally the various stakeholders around a common vision. Daring, to produce a work that has meaning and provokes our gaze as part of the everyday.

I invite you to engage in this dialogue and react as you come in contact with the works and sites featured in this year’s Design Montréal Open House.
WHETHER YOU’RE BY YOURSELF, VISITING AS A COUPLE OR A FAMILY, A STUDENT, A WORKER OR SELF-EMPLOYED, THIS FASCINATING DOOR-TO-DOOR ITINERARY HAS SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE: MORE THAN 100 PRACTITIONERS IN ALL DISCIPLINES OF DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE ARE WAITING TO WELCOME YOU. IN THIS PROGRAM, YOU’LL FIND PLENTY OF SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES TO INSPIRE YOU IN PUTTING TOGETHER A CUSTOMIZED ROUTE, ACCORDING TO YOUR TASTES AND INTERESTS. GO AHEAD: PLAN AS MANY VISITS AS YOU LIKE, AND SHARE PHOTOS OF YOUR BEST MOMENTS ON FACEBOOK, TWITTER AND INSTAGRAM WHILE TAKING PART IN OUR “ON THE TRAIL OF DESIGN” CONTEST!

MAY 4 AND 5, 2013 NOON TO 5 P.M. – 6th DESIGN MONTRÉAL OPEN HOUSE

CREATE YOUR ITINERARY ON: designmontrealopenhouse.com

1. Choose the day you plan to visit
2. Search and add the places you want to visit to your itinerary
3. Once completed, click on “Generate my itinerary”
4. Enter your starting address and choose a transport mode

PROGRAM BY NEIGHBOURHOOD
SATURDAY MAY 4
Outremont, Mile End p. 08
Plateau Mont-Royal p. 13
Ahuntsic-Cartierville, Mile Ex, Petite-Patrie, Rosemont, Villeray p. 17

SUNDAY MAY 5
Downtown West p. 26
Downtown East p. 30
Pointe-Saint-Charles, Saint-Henri, Ville-Émard, Westmount p. 33
Old Montréal p. 35

LUC LAPORTE SPECIAL TRIBUTE p. 21

DESIGN MONTRÉAL OPEN HOUSE INFORMATION p. 13, 26, 30

ALPHABETICAL INDEX / PARTICIPANT NUMBER

`
THE BUREAU DU DESIGN’S ACTIONS: COMPETITIONS PRODUCE RESULTS

The actions of the Ville de Montréal’s Bureau du design are structured around improving the design of the city and asserting Montréal’s status as a UNESCO City of Design, and have the following overall aims:

— Do more and better when it comes to designing the city;
— Raise awareness of the talents of Montréal-based designers; and
— Develop the market for Montréal-based designers and architects, promoting processes that facilitate access to public commissions, such as design and architecture competitions.

Since 1990, 46 public projects in Montréal have been determined through design or architecture competitions. Half of those competitions have taken place since 2006, the year in which the Bureau du design was created and Montréal was appointed a UNESCO City of Design.

More info about design and architecture competitions is available at www.mtlunescodesigners.com/en.

“A DESIGN OR ARCHITECTURE COMPETITION IS A TRANSPARENT PROCEDURE LEADING TO THE AWARDING OF A PUBLIC-WORKS COMMISSION; IT CONSISTS OF A CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS ISSUED TO MULTIPLE TEAMS OF PROFESSIONALS WITH AN EYE TO OBTAINING A RANGE OF POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS TO A GIVEN PROBLEM. THIS ENABLES THE PRIME CONTRACTOR TO MAKE AN INFORMED CHOICE AFTER ANALYZING AND COMPARING THE VARIOUS DESIGN PROPOSALS.”

“THE PROCESS IS WIDELY USED INTERNATIONALLY AND IS INCREASINGLY BECOMING ENTRANCED IN MUNICIPAL COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGIES AS A WAY TO PROMOTE CITIES’ DYNAMIC CHARACTER AND THE QUALITY OF THEIR PLANNING, AND IN TURN ENHANCE THEIR ATTRACTIVENESS.”

Source: Imaginer, Réaliser la ville du 21e siècle, cahiers des bonnes pratiques en design (2008)
BE AMONG THE FIRST TO VISIT!

In 2013, many new public buildings that are the fruits of architecture competitions have opened or will soon open their doors: the new Rio Tinto Alcan Planetarium (in Mercier–Hochelaga-Maisonneuve) was inaugurated in the spring, the Bibliothèque du Boisé (in Saint-Laurent) will open this summer, and the Bibliothèque Marc-Favreau (in Rosemont–La Petite-Patrie), which is still being built, will welcome its first users in the fall.

On the occasion of the Design Montréal Open House, the winning architectural firms that designed the Planetarium and the Bibliothèque du Boisé, in collaboration with the boroughs involved, will be offering guided tours of these new buildings, helping members of the public better understand and appreciate their distinctive architecture.

CARDIN RAMIREZ JULIEN + ÆDIFICA
Present the new Rio Tinto Alcan Planetarium. Winners chosen from among 61 architectural firms, the architects will present commented tours highlighting the original character of this new building emblematic of Montréal.

DISCIPLINES: Architecture, interior design
www.cardinramirezjulien.com
www.aedifica.com
www.espacepourlavie.ca
4801 Pierre-de-Coubertin Avenue
Meeting point: follow signs to “accueil des groupes”.
Architectural visit is free, regular fees apply for Planetarium shows.
Saturday, May 4 – noon to 5 p.m.
Viau métro

CARDINAL HARDY / LABONTÉ MARCEL / ERIC PELLETIER
ARCHITECTES IN CONSORTIUM
Present the new Bibliothèque du Boisé. Where architecture is landscape and landscape is architecture. Shapes dissolve, unfurl and rise again, blurring the boundaries between structure and site.

DISCIPLINES: Architecture, landscape architecture, interior design
www.cardinal-hardy.ca
www.architecteslm.com
www.epelletier.com
www.bibliotheque.saintlaurent.ville.montreal.qc.ca
2727 Thimens Boulevard
Corner of Cavendish
Saturday, May 4 and Sunday, May 5 – noon to 5 p.m.
Côte-Vertu métro and 128 or 171 bus

A tribute to a great artist and wordsmith

Collections and facilities for all ages

State of the art integrating multimedia creation and information technologies

Innovative architecture combining natural daylight and high-quality design

Designed by Dan Hanganu, architectes, winners of the architecture competition

Take a virtual tour today!
ville.montreal.qc.ca/rpp/marc-favreau, “À propos” section

Opening in fall 2013
500, boulevard Rosemont

Note: The Bibliothèque Marc-Favreau, on which construction is still underway, will not be open to public during the 2013 Design Montréal Open House.
WHEELCHAIR-ACCESSIBLE
PUBLIC WASHROOMS ONSITE
CLOSE TO RESTAURANT-CAFÉ
ACTIVITY FOR CHILDREN AGED 10 AND UP
VENUE DESIGNED BY LUC LAPORTE (SEE PAGES 21-24)

SATURDAY MAY 4 – NOON TO 5 P.M.

AGENCE RELIEFDESIGN
Agence RELIEFDESIGN is a young firm providing comprehensive services in landscape architecture and urban design. Tour of the studio and presentation of current projects, CGI walkthroughs, plans and renderings.

DISCIPLINES: Landscape architecture, urban design

www.reliefdesign.ca
5795 de Gaspé Avenue, Suite 207
Corner of Marmier (under the Rosemont overpass)

Rosemont métro
+ 5-minute walk
514 500-3605, ext. 222

AQUAOVO
This charming boutique is entirely dedicated to the experience of water. Eco-design water filter, serving carafe, flavoured water and more await you. Come and meet the designer and tour the Ovopur museum. See how our flagship product evolved from the initial sketches and taste our flavoured water brands.

www.aquaovo.com
5752 Saint-Laurent Boulevard
South of Bernard

55 bus
514 461-2828

ALAIN CARLE ARCHITECTE
Presents Restaurant CAVA. With timelessness as its cue, this restaurant aims to combine supertative service, cuisine and wine selection in a space whose simple elegance stands up to changing styles.

DISCIPLINES: Architecture, interior design

www.alaincarle.ca
www.cavarestaurantmontreal.com
5551 du Parc Avenue
Corner of Saint-Viateur

80 bus
514 272-3522, ext. 222

ATELIER BARDA
With each architecture project, Atelier Barada creates solutions that are above all simple and poetic, and imagines human-scale replies to the challenges of diverse sites and users. Past and current projects will be presented.

Activity for children: Games with blocks; models and drawings just like the professionals’!

DISCIPLINES: Architecture, interior design, urban design

www.atelierbarda.com
5795 de Gaspé Avenue, Suite 102
Corner of Marmier (under the Rosemont overpass)

Rosemont métro
+ 5-minute walk
514 618-0240

08 – DESIGN MONTRÉAL OPEN HOUSE SATURDAY, MAY 4, FROM NOON TO 5 P.M.
B3
B3 applies Integrated Design Process (IDP, or “whole building”) principles to the design, planning and implementation of development projects. On the occasion of the Design Montréal Open House, B3 invites clients, collaborators, relatives, friends and members of the public to come celebrate and experience its innovative practice through an installation.

Activity for children: Families will be able to interact with the installation.

DISCIPLINES: Landscape architecture, urban design

www.atelierb3.com
5445 de Gaspé Avenue, Suite 1009
Between Maguire and Saint-Viateur
55 bus or Laurier métro
+ 10-minute walk
438 838-8333

BAILLAT CARDELL & FILS
Graphic design in its broadest sense is our space for creation. Our design is decompartmentalized, striking and occasionally hair-raising. Attend a semi-sneak preview of our HALF lamps.

DISCIPLINES: Graphic design, motion design

www.baillatcardell.com
420 Beaubien Street West, Suite 201
Between Durocher and Hutchison
80 bus
514 750-6600

DAILY TOUS LES JOURS
Daily tous les jours creates collective experiences that combine participation, design and technology. Discover what’s behind the studio’s interactive projects: Daily tous les jours will be showcasing prototypes of all kinds of projects that members of the public will be asked to explore, comment on and perhaps even transform!

Activity for children: Our projects are aimed at audiences of all ages. We are delighted to welcome young visitors and grownups and have them discover our creative universe.

DISCIPLINE: Interaction design and narrative environments

www.dailytouslesjours.com
5445 de Gaspé Avenue, Suite 106
Between Maguire and Saint-Viateur
55 bus or Laurier métro
+ 10-minute walk

DEUX HUIT HUIT
Strategy, interactive creation and development studio. Nothing but the Web! You are invited to go behind the scenes of the Deux Huit Huit creative, design and development process.

Activity for children: Help create an evolving, collaborative animated GIF.

DISCIPLINES: Graphic design, Web design

www.deuxhuithuit.com
5605 de Gaspé Avenue, Suite 203
North of Saint-Viateur
55 bus or Rosemont métro
+ 10-minute walk
514 903-9288

DIKINI
Dikini is a studio specialized in the design of objects for home environments and public spaces. Exhibition of the design process (research, sketches, mock-ups, etc.) Since we share our workspace with architecture firm Pelletier de Fontenay, the exhibition will also explore the connections between architecture and object design.

Activity for children: Ping Pong!

DISCIPLINES: Industriel design, interior design

www.studiodikini.com
6465 Durocher Avenue, Suite 305
South of Beaubien
80 bus
514 508-3300

The only daily newspaper distributed exclusively on the two largest transport networks in Quebec: STM & AMT.

24 Heures would like to congratulate Montreal’s talented designers.
FEED
Feed is an independent graphic design studio specializing in brand development, book design and printing as well as typeface design. The public is invited to the official inauguration of the firm’s new offices. 
DISCIPLINE: Graphic design
www.studiofeed.ca
5333 Casgrain Avenue, Suite 312
Between Saint-Viateur and Maguire
55 bus or Laurier métro
+ 10-minute walk
514 593-8410

MADE OF STILLS
Group of creative professionals in photography, video and design. Our photographers, directors, motion designers and editors will present a series of animated imagery, including animated GIFs, cinemagraphs and other techniques. Visitors will also be able to meet these image and design artisans. 
Activity for children: Kids, of course, will love the animated GIF projections as much as, if not more than, the grownups!

MOMENT FACTORY
New media and entertainment studio specialized in design and production of multimedia environments. Screening of demo reels, explanations of mock-ups, visualization of technology, demonstration of how an animator works, meetings with several members of the team. 
Activity for children: Play with the interactive installations!
DISCIPLINE: Multimedia
www.momentfactory.com
6250 Hutchison Street, Studio #200A
North of Van Horne
80 bus or Outremont or Rosemont métro
+ 10-minute walk
514 843-8433

PELLETIER DE FONTENAY ARCHITECTES
Young architecture firm with a practice encompassing all scales and programs, with a particular interest in form and geometry. Exhibition of research and exploratory mock-ups plus renderings from recent competition entries. Since we share our workspace with Studio DIKINI industrial designers, the exhibition will also explore the connections between architecture and object design. 
Activity for children: Imagine and create skyscrapers with styrofoam blocks.
DISCIPLINE: Architecture
www.pelletierdefontenay.com
6465 Durocher Avenue, Suite 305
South of Beaubien
80 bus
514 276-8887

SMITH VIGEANT ARCHITECTES
Architecture firm committed to contemporary and sustainable buildings since 1992. Presentation of recent achievements and works in progress (photos, drawings, models, etc.). Come and discuss sustainable development practices and even get some advice. 
Activity for children: “Build your neighbourhood” craft and drawing activity for budding creators.
DISCIPLINE: Architecture
www.smithvigeant.com
5605 de Gaspé Avenue, Suite 601
North of Saint-Viateur
55 bus or Rosemont or Laurier métro
+ 10-minute walk
514 844-7414
The Laurier métro station benches conceived by architect Jean-Paul Pothier (1966)

The Montréal métro symbol conceived by Jacques S. Guillon et Associés (1963), known today as gsmprjcto

Illustrations: Sophie Simonnet, for the Ville de Montréal

www.stm.info
**THE STM, a partner in several cultural and sports events, will be showing off its singular green-design furniture at the Design Montréal Open House info centre, outside the Mont-Royal métro.**

The transit commission hired young local creators—the agency La Camaraderie (Albane Guy) and Mouvement Créatif (Vincent Vandenbrouck)—to fashion furniture out of materials from decommissioned buses, parts of métro cars. The resulting creations are both functional and highly original.

**EXHIBITION**

**www.stm.info**

In front of the Mont-Royal métro

**Mont-Royal métro**

---

**ATELIER CHRISTIAN THIFFAULT**

Small-scale agency specializing in urban design and architecture.

Atelier Christian Thiffault presents a playful collage activity taking advantage of the superb view of downtown from its offices. Participants are invited to affix building silhouettes to the window and complement Montréal’s cityscape. The compositions will be photographed, and the resulting series posted on the Web.

**Activity for children:** Atelier DUEL – Make a difference 2013: Making craft fabrics (group of 5 children; please register in advance).

**DISCIPLINE:** Fashion design

**www.duel.ca**

**www.nadimo.ca**

4607 Boyer Street

Between Gilford and Mont-Royal

97 bus or Mont-Royal métro

+ 5-minute walk

514 233-7269

---

**DUEL – NADIMO**


**Activity for children:** Atelier DUEL – Make a difference 2013: Making craft fabrics (group of 5 children; please register in advance).

**DISCIPLINE:** Fashion design

**www.duel.ca**

**www.nadimo.ca**

4607 Boyer Street

Between Gilford and Mont-Royal

97 bus or Mont-Royal métro

+ 5-minute walk

514 233-7269
Located in a former neighbourhood convenience store, this studio is dedicated to the creation of permanent and ephemeral spaces, expressed through urban design, architecture, lighting design and signage. View a window exhibition of working sketches for our recent and current projects.

**Activity for children:** Giant hops-cotch on the sidewalk, lemonade stand.

**DISCIPLINES:** Architecture, interior design, urban design, signage

[www.ijb.ca](http://www.ijb.ca)

901 Marie-Anne Street East
Corner of Saint-André
Mont-Royal métro
+ 5-minute walk
514 564-6930

---

**KANVA ARCHITECTURE**

Multidisciplinary studio focused on contemporary architecture projects in urban settings, driven by the desire to imagine, build, develop and influence. Collective creative workshop with four stations summing up the various steps in the design process: sketch, model, technical drawings and photo of the final building; interactive activity at each station with the results pooled at the end to help build a collective work.

**Activity for children:** Group creative workshop: origami-style paper-folding models, which will also be integrated into the collective work.

**DISCIPLINES:** Architecture, interior design

[www.kanya.ca](http://www.kanya.ca)

4060 Saint-Laurent Boulevard
Suite 103
Corner of Duluth
55 bus
514 277-6897

---

**LA SHED ARCHITECTURE**

Firm of next-generation architects specialized in the repurposing of Montréal residential buildings. Visit the SHED workspace, transformed for the occasion into an exhibition gallery. Completed projects as well as some in progress and at the conceptual stage will be on display.

**DISCIPLINES:** Architecture, interior design

[www.lashedarchitecture.com](http://www.lashedarchitecture.com)

68 Rachel Street East
Between Saint-Dominique and Coloniale
55 bus
514 277-6897

---

**OTTOBLIX**

Ottoblix is a multidisciplinary creative studio blending animation, graphic design and interactive media. Exploration of the creative process for post-production and motion design.

**DISCIPLINES:** Graphic design, animation, motion design

[www.ottoblix.com](http://www.ottoblix.com)

4521 Clark Street, Suite 301
North of Mont-Royal
55 bus Mont-Royal métro
+ 10-minute walk
514 844-2929, ext. 24

---

**MONTRÉAL, LE DESIGN AU QUOTIDIEN**

At l’Espace Infopresse. Design is part and parcel of the Montréal landscapes, manifesting itself in our streets and in our public spaces, indoors and out, where you might least expect it. Come and admire the results of the 34th Montréal à l’œil photo competition organized by the Centre d’histoire de Montréal in collaboration with the Bureau du design.

[www.ville.montreal.qc.ca/chm](http://www.ville.montreal.qc.ca/chm)

4310 Saint-Laurent Boulevard
South of Marie-Anne
55 bus
514 842-5873

---

**EXHIBITION**

**Howie Mandell & Germ-Free Friends**

[www.ville.montreal.qc.ca/chm](http://www.ville.montreal.qc.ca/chm)

4310 Saint-Laurent Boulevard
South of Marie-Anne
55 bus
514 842-5873

---

**MONTRÉAL OPEN HOUSE**

**SATURDAY, MAY 4, FROM NOON TO 5 P.M.**
RAPLAPLA
Studio/boutique featuring toys and contemporary objects for children made of fabric. Workshops and taste tours for kids, with designers Anne Chalifoux, Dominique Dansereau and Erica Perrot.
Activity for children: Create characters from fabric, and enjoy a snack of yummy sweets. Reservations a must; space is limited.
11 a.m. to noon: ages 3 to 5 (must be accompanied by an adult); 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m.: ages 6 to 10; 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.: ages 10 + older.
DISCIPLINE: Object design
www.raplapla.com
69 Villeneuve Street West
Between Clark and Saint-Urbain
55 bus or Laurier métro + 51 bus
514 563-1209

UPPERKUT
Emergent and social communications agency, located in the St-Jean-Baptiste de Montréal Church building, specializing in advertising, graphic design, social networks and video production. Take a tour of the premises, which won a design award, meet the creative staff, and be part of a collective video work on Montrealers’ vision of their city.
DISCIPLINES: Graphic design, advertising
www.upperkut.com
4200 Drolet Street
Corner of Rachel
29 bus or Mont-Royal métro + 8-minute walk
514 593-6363

WANTED PAYSAGE
Studio specializing in landscape design on all scales (mines, streets, parks, museums, gardens, installations...). Exhibition of recent works: Reimagining Museums for Children.
Activity for children: Build a model of a treehouse.
DISCIPLINES: Landscape architecture, urban design
www.w-a-n-t-e-d.com
4423A de Bullion Street
Between Mont-Royal and Marie-Anne
97 bus or Mont-Royal métro + 7-minute walk
514 806-7663

INDEX-DESIGN.CA
NEW EDITION
2013 GUIDE
300 QUEBEC INTERIOR DESIGNERS
AN ESSENTIAL REFERENCE FOR ANYONE WHO NEEDS A RECOGNIZED, EXPERIENCED, COMPETENT DESIGNER. THE GUIDE IS PACKED WITH IDEAS, TIPS AND ADVICE FOR RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROJECTS. THIS MAGAZINE-STYLE BOOK FEATURES EXCITING NEW PROJECT IDEAS AND COVERAGE OF THE TOP DESIGN TRENDS FOR 2013.
ON NEWSSTANDS NOW
INDEX-DESIGN.CA
SATURDAY, MAY 4, FROM NOON TO 5 P.M. DESIGN MONTRÉAL OPEN HOUSE ~ 015
CODE SOUVENIR MONTRÉAL
designers open their doors!

Explore all the gift items in the catalogue at mtlunescodesign.com

CODE SOUVENIR MONTRÉAL is a catalogue of gift items produced by the Ville de Montréal, created following a call for tenders from Montréal-based designer-producers and publishers. It is designed for public—and private—sector institutional buyers.
_NATUREHUMAINE
ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN

This architecture agency is renowned for the quality of its residential and commercial projects. Come and discover the creative process behind its projects through materials and models!

Activity for children: Origami workshop. Take home a model of a _naturehumaine project!

DISCIPLINES: Architecture, interior design

www.naturehumaine.com
305 de Bellechasse Street East
Suite 308
Between Drolet and Henri-Julien
Rosemont métro
+ 5-minute walk
514 273-6316

SATURDAY, MAY 4, FROM NOON TO 5 P.M. DESIGN MONTREAL OPEN HOUSE – 017
ALTO DESIGN
The instinct to see it. The genius to believe in it. Discover the various stages in a project’s development and tour our workshop display of prototypes and models. Take home your experience with a visit to the Fameloft, the interactive photography system with customizable décor developed for the company FlashGrafix and have your photos delivered straight to your e-mail inbox.

DISCIPLINES: Industrial design
www.alto-design.com
2600 William-Tremblay Street
Suite 220
Between André-Laurendeau and Augustin-Frigon
Mont-Royal métro + 97 bus
514 278-3050

APPAREIL ARCHITECTURE
Young emerging architectural design firm (residential, commercial and event-related projects). Draw me a house! This year, La Firme and Appareil are offering an activity for kids and grownups.

BOSSES DESIGN | BOX ARCHITECTURES | DOMAINE DU POSSIBLE
Design, Architecture, Construction and Ice Cream! Come for a tasting of our Archicrème ice cream.

Activity for children: Draw a mural on the office windows!

DISCIPLINES: Architecture, interior design, urban design
www.bossesdesign.com
www.boxarchitectures.com
www.domainedupossible.com
753 Villeray Street
Corner of Châteaubriand
30 bus or Jean-Talon métro + 10-minute walk
514 276-5443

ATELIER VILLE ARCHITECTURE PAYSAGE
Atelier VAP is a design/build firm creating architecture, landscaping and urban design projects where the urban and environmental challenges are predominant factors. Exhibition of award-winning and current projects. Continuous video projection featuring all projects. Three or four design professionals will be present all day long to interact with visitors.

Activity for children: Spacing exercise, plan-view layout, creation of a city using pre-set drawings, objects and criteria.

DISCIPLINES: Architecture, landscape architecture, urban design
www.ateliervap.com
7071 Saint-Urbain Street, 2nd floor
Between Mozart and Jean-Talon
55 bus or Jean-Talon métro + 10-minute walk
514 278-4443, ext. 203

30

C3STUDIO
The c3studio vision is that an architectural project is not merely a functional response to a commission received: it must also be an opportunity to create. Presentation of past, current and future projects (concept or development phase).

DISCIPLINES: Architecture, interior design, furniture design
www.c3studio.ca
5600 de Normanville Street
Corner of des Carrières
Rosemont métro + 10-minute walk or 197 bus
514 817-0701

MONTRÉAL CENTRE FOR CONTEMPORARY TEXTILES
School-workshop for textile creation. Interactive tour of the “Ville-Laines” Collective exhibition, guided tour of the workshops and demonstration of electronic weaving.

EXHIBITION
CLAUDÉ CORMIER + ASSOCIÉS INC.
Artificial: Made by humans; produced rather than natural. Tour of the studio and presentation of landscape architecture and urban design projects in Montréal and Toronto.
DISCIPLINES: Landscape architecture, urban design
www.claudecormier.com
1223 des Carrières Street, Studio A
Corner of de Normanville
Rosemont métro
+ 10-minute walk or 197 bus
514 849-8262

HUMÀ DESIGN + ARCHITECTURE
HUMÀ design is a team of creators, designers, conceptual artists and graphic artists working in design, architecture, urban planning, and brand identity design. The public is invited to view a “making of” photomontage of the Bassins du Havre project.
Activity for children: Drawing workshop.
DISCIPLINES: Architecture, interior design, urban design
www.humadesign.com
225 Chabanel Street West
Suite 1105
Between Tolhurst and Meunier
55 bus
514 274-3883

JODOIN LAMARRE PRATTE ARCHITECTES
JLP, the recipient of multiple architecture awards, designs and builds projects that celebrate built heritage as collective wealth. Tour of the ateliers and presentation of the Raymond-Lévesque Library project, which won several awards in 2012.
DISCIPLINE: Architecture
www.jlp.ca
3200 Rachel Street East
Between Saint-Michel and Déséry
Préfontaine métro
+ 7-minute walk or 67 bus
514 527-8821

JEAN DE LESSARD, DESIGNER CRÉATIF
Firm specialized in interior design for retail and residential clients.
Come and join us for a neighbourhood barbecue!

LA BOURGEOISE SÉRIGRAPHIE
Artisanal silkscreen printing studio; small print runs on paper and fabric, introductory printmaking courses. Members are invited to a hands-on experimental workshop with paper and textiles.
Activity for children: Learn to be an assistant screenprinter!
DISCIPLINES: Graphic design, industrial design, interior design, fashion design
www.labourgeoisesarigraphe.com
5243 Berri Street
Corner of Boucher
Laurier métro + 2-minute walk
514 531-0977

LA FIRME DESIGN ET CONSTRUCTION
Young creative team working in architectural, interior and object design (residential, commercial and event-based projects). Draw me a house! This year, La Firme and Appareil are offering an activity for kids and grownups.
Bring your pictures, drawings and photos of furniture or accessories you’re dreaming of designing, or of your house, and creative professionals will help you with the initial stages of your project. Five designers will be on site to advise and guide visitors, and talk materials and organization, among other aspects. Two videos of the firms’ respective achievements will also be screened continuously.

**DISCIPLINES:** Architecture, industrial design, interior design

**www.lafirme.ca**

7080 Alexandra Street
Suite 200
South of Jean-Talon
80 bus or Parc métro
+ 5-minute walk
514 663-3163

---

**LÜZ STUDIO**

Lüz Studio is a young Montréal company engaged in visual design (lighting, stage design and video). Come explore the world of design for the performing arts with a visit to our workspace, where we’ll be presenting our most recent projects. You’ll go behind the scenes of our creative process and learn about event production through the various stages of its design. A screening space featuring an immersive, playful viewing experience will be set up for both adults and children.

**DISCIPLINES:** Visual design lighting, video, stage design

**www.luzstudio.net**

2025-A Masson Street
Suite 101-i
Corner of de Lorimier
Autobus 10 ou 47
514 528-6111

---

**MARTINE BRISSON DESIGNER D'INTÉRIEUR**

Interior design office and studio, and manufacturing facility for the “Brisson Montréal” in-house line. Presentation of photos of design projects and presentation of the “Brisson Montréal” in-house line.

**DISCIPLINE:** Interior design

**www.martinebrisson.ca**

5600 de Normanville Street
Corner of des Carrières
Rosemont métro
+ 10-minute walk or 197 bus
524 476-3371

---

**URBAN SOLAND + CIVILITI**

In 2013, Urban Soland becomes CIVILITI: a public space and urban landscape design agency. Video presentation of the Champ-de-Mars archeological remnants presentation project, by Fannie Duguay-Lefebvre and Étienne Ostiguy.

**DISCIPLINES:** Landscape architecture, urban design

**www.urban-soland.com**

5778 Saint-André Street
Corner of Rosemont
Rosemont métro
+ 5-minute walk
514 402-9353

---

**SAUCIER + PERROTTE ARCHITECTES**

Internationally renowned architecture firm active in Québec, the rest of Canada and around the world. Discover recent projects through models, PowerPoint presentations and drawings.

**DISCIPLINES:** Architecture, landscape architecture, industrial design, interior design, urban design

**www.saucierperrotte.com**

7043 Waverly Street
Between Mozart and Alexandra
55 bus or de Castelnaud métro
+ 7-minute walk
514 273-1700

---

**L’ATELIER URBAIN**

An integrated design studio (planning, space design and urban design), L’Atelier Urbain is a young multidisciplinary firm characterized by creativity and innovation. Presentation of the Urban Box, a site-immersion experience achieved via a multimedia installation. Followed by a public participation simulation involving a site in the neighbourhood.

**DISCIPLINE:** Urban design

**www.latelierurbain.com**

7275 Saint-Urbain Street
Suite 301
Between Jean-Talon and de Castelneau
de Castelnaud métro
514 750-6883

---

**LUZ STUDIO**

Lüz Studio is a young Montréal company engaged in visual design (lighting, stage design and video). Come explore the world of design for the performing arts with a visit to our workspace, where we’ll be presenting our most recent projects. You’ll go behind the scenes of our creative process and learn about event production through the various stages of its design. A screening space featuring an immersive, playful viewing experience will be set up for both adults and children.

**DISCIPLINES:** Visual design lighting, video, stage design

**www.luzstudio.net**

2025-A Masson Street
Suite 101-i
Corner of de Lorimier
Autobus 10 ou 47
514 528-6111
Sketch of the SAT expansion by Luc Laporte
Architect Luc Laporte (1942–2012) was born in Montréal and worked here all his life. Besides a rich architectural heritage, he left his mark on the city in many ways. We pay tribute to him this year, as well as to his clients and friends, several of whom agreed to collaborate with the event by opening their doors and presenting a retrospective of his work. Visitors will have the chance to meet the people behind Mr. Laporte’s creations and hear their stories.

Most Montrealers may not know who he was, yet they’ve spent time with him on many occasions: this inveterate dîneur-en-ville designed some of the city’s most beautiful restaurants, where, every evening, the spectacle of life à la montréalaise begins anew.

Always in, never out of fashion, the venues he created are generous and unifying. With one sweep of the eye, one recognizes his sense of space, the important role ascribed to natural light, the perfect balance between Euro tradition and North American modernism, and his meticulous choices of materials.

Mr. Laporte was also passionate about urban planning. Guided by his love of the city, he cast about the metropolis as a farmer might tend his fields, dreaming of sowing islands of civility here and there. Each time he drew a work out of the ground, it seemed as if it had grown there. Obvious and luminous. As if it had always been. Montrealers can still spend time with him, in each of the spaces that bear his signature, and where his talent shines on, and will for a long time to come.

**SUNDAY MAY 5**
**NOON TO 5 P.M.**

**ARTHUR QUENTIN**
One unique boutique. Three unique spaces: table, kitchen, and fashion accessories. Luc Laporte designed the kitchen section in 1984, followed it up with the accessories section in 1988, and completed his work with the reimagining of the table arts space in 1990.
See map p. 13
www.arthurquentin.com
3948, 3954 and 3960 Saint-Denis Street
Between Roy and Duluth
30 bus or Sherbrooke métro
+ 5-minute walk
514 844-6611

**INSTITUT DE TOURISME ET D’HÔTELLERIE DU QUÉBEC (ITHQ)**
The Restaurant de l’Institut opens its doors, unveiling the creative savoir-faire of Luc Laporte. Discover this space crafted especially to welcome foodies as well as the up-and-coming generation of chefs! The architect’s creative genius articulated a true transformation of the Restaurant de l’Institut: he turned it into an elegant spot imbued with a timeless classicism yet pulsing with modernity. What’s more, he brilliantly met the challenge of respecting the site’s educational vocation: students of the culinary arts practise their skills there, supervised by their teachers. Come and see how the restaurant’s new face does the ITHQ’s tradition justice.
See map p. 13
www.ithq.qc.ca / restaurant
3535 Saint-Denis Street
Corner of de Rigaud
Sherbrooke métro
514 844-6611

**AS PART OF THE SPECIAL TRIBUTE TO ARCHITECT LUC LAPORTE, HERITAGE MONTRÉAL, IN PARTNERSHIP WITH MEMBERS OF HIS WORKSHOP, IS OFFERING A FREE GUIDED WALKING TOUR AROUND SQUARE SAINT-LOUIS ON MAY 4 AND 5.**

WALKING TOURS IN FRENCH: 1 P.M. AND 3 P.M.
WALKING TOUR IN ENGLISH: 2 P.M.
REGISTRATION REQUIRED: 514 286-2662
(20 PLACES AVAILABLE PER GROUP)
L’EXPRESS
Rediscover L’Express! Simple, brilliant, unique, elegant, accessible. For more than 30 years.
The architect worked miracles with this former rooming house on Saint-Denis; the concept has been copied and imitated a thousand times since. To Parisians, L’Express is an American restaurant; to New Yorkers and Bostonians, it’s a French bistro… in other words, it’s an authentic Montréal restaurant.
See map p. 13
www.restaurantlexpress.com
3927 Saint-Denis Street
Between Roy and Duluth
30 bus or Sherbrooke métro
+ 5-minute walk
514 287-9127

L’EXPRESS

LE LUX – FLY STUDIO
The former Lux magazine store is now Fly Studio, a post-production and visual effects house serving the advertising, concert and film industries. Come and see how the space at Lux, fondly remembered as a legendary institution by many, has been repurposed as a post-production studio.
See map p. 8
www.flystudio.com
5220 Saint-Laurent Boulevard
Corner of Fairmount
55 bus or Laurier métro
+ 7-minute walk
514 490-1117

SUNDAY
MAY 5
–
NOON TO 5 P.M.

LALOUX
Laloux is a timeless restaurant, a place of luminous attraction and a partner in celebratory moments for the past 26 years.

LEMÉAC
Leméac is that most elegant of urban restos, a timeless eatery designed 10 years or so ago, where light, wood and marble really make the space. Émile Saine will tell the story of Leméac, recounting the birth and design of the project. Visitors will learn how the architect managed to convert the former bank space into a friendly, animated setting: a bistro-style restaurant with a long bar that plays a huge part in ensuring the urban soul of the place. Since 2001, Leméac has become a must meeting place.
See map p. 8
www.restaurantlemec.com
1045 Laurier Avenue West
Between Hutchison and Durocher
51 or 80 bus
514 270-0999, ext. 1

DENTSUBOS INC.
See Luc Laporte’s deft repurposing of old warehouse space into superb office space. Midway through the 2000s, advertising agency Bos was forced to move. After months of searching, it settled on a former warehouse with great potential along the Lachine Canal. Taking advantage of the building’s industrial character, Luc Laporte succeeded in creating an environment that is as harmonious as it is conducive to work.
See map p. 33
www.dentsubos.com
3970 Saint-Ambroise Street
West of Saint-Augustin
Lionel-Groulx or Place-Saint-Henri métro
+ 10-minute walk
514 848-0010

ARCHITECT LUC LAPORTE SPECIAL TRIBUTE

© André Cornellier
© Sun Knusen
© Jean-François Vézina
© Pol Baril
© Joël-Pascal Wodicka
© Sun Knusen
© Sun Knusen
© Sun Knusen
HOLDER
As the years go by, this big European style brasserie is becoming a Montreal institution. Be it lunch, brunch or dinner, the Holder is always buzzing with activity. This large and airy space looks and feels like it’s always been around. The high ceilings, the tall windows, the bar walls stocked with hundreds of bottles, all contribute to making this place remarkable and one of the busiest restaurants in town.
See map p. 35
www.restaurantholder.com
407 McGill Street #100-A
North of Saint-Paul
Square-Victoria métro
+ 5-minute walk
514 849-0333

LE CAFÉ DU NOUVEAU MONDE
A restaurant inside a theatre. Always a daunting challenge. Luc Laporte turned Le Café du Nouveau Monde into a can’t-miss experience. It’s been full steam ahead for 15 years now! Paul Holder collaborated with this friend, artist and architect, on the design of this singular project. You are invited to discover this fascinating space, under the roof of the Théâtre du Nouveau Monde.
See map p. 30
84 Sainte-Catherine Street West
Corner of Saint-Urbain
Place-des-Arts métro
514 866-8669

LE VALOIS
Le Valois French brasserie warmly welcomes you with its décor which balances sophistication and relaxation. In 2006, convinced of the potential for reinvigorating the Hochelaga-Maisonneuve district, Luc Laporte enthusiastically created the interior décor for Le Valois. In doing so, he fashioned the distinctive new heart and soul of this East Montréal neighbourhood.
See map p. 30
www.levalois.ca
25 Simon Valois Place
Corner of Ontario
125 bus or Joliette métro
+ 9-minute walk
514 528-0202

SOCIÉTÉ DES ARTS TECHNOLOGIQUES (SAT)
Rediscover the architectural legacy of Luc Laporte in an immersive itinerary both physical and virtual. Visitors to the immersive installation in the Satosphère at the Society for Arts and Technology (SAT) can discover a virtual library of Laporte’s creations and an incentive to continue their journey elsewhere in the city.
See map p. 30
Special schedule:
Saturday and Sunday from 2 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Restriction:
adults only, aged 18 and +
www.sat.qc.ca
1201 Saint-Laurent Boulevard
South of Sainte-Catherine
55 or 129 bus
or Saint-Laurent métro
514 844-2033
SUNDAY
MAY 5
-
NOON TO 5 P.M.

LA VITRINE – DESIGN MONTRÉAL OPEN HOUSE INFORMATION CENTRE
Located in the 2-22 building, the cultural nerve centre of the Quartier des spectacles, La Vitrine is dedicated to promotion and ticket sales for all cultural activities in Montréal. Stop by to create your Design Montréal Open House itinerary and, while there, cast your eye on the giant screens to view all of the submissions to the On the trail of design contest.

www.lavitrine.com
2 Sainte-Catherine Street West
Corner of Saint-Laurent
Saint-Laurent métro
514 285-4545

ÆDIFICA
Ædifica is an architecture and interior design firm comprising professionals driven by the desire to enliven Montréal’s social and urban fabric from a perspective of sustainable development. Meet the staff and attend presentations of projects in their various areas of activity.

DISCIPLINES: Architecture, interior design
www.aedifica.com
606 Cathcart Street, Suite 800
Facing Phillips Square
McGill or Square-Victoria métro + 6-minute walk
514 844-6611

AFFLECK DE LA RIVA ARCHITECTES
The AFFLECK de la RIVA architectural vision is that project design should always aim to enhance our living spaces and our environment. Launch of the firm’s new website.

Activity for children: Crafts & model-making (for adults too!)

DISCIPLINES: Architecture, urban design
www.affleckdelariva.ca
1450 City Councillors Street
Suite 230
Corner of Sainte-Catherine
McGill or Place-des-Arts métro + 5-minute walk
514 861-0133
At BGLA, every project is intimately linked to the sense of belonging that it generates, as well as to an understanding of the site and of history. Video screening, installation and a surprise experience!

**DISCIPLINES:** Architecture, urban design

[www.brieregilbert.com](http://www.brieregilbert.com)

1435 Saint-Alexandre Street, Suite 910
Between Sainte-Catherine and Mayor Place-des-Arts métro

514 875-1168

---

**Activity for children:** Play with blocks like a real architect: build and transform one of our projects!

**DISCIPLINES:** Architecture, interior design

[www.btae.ca](http://www.btae.ca)

1450 City Councillors Street, Suite 800
Between Sainte-Catherine and Mayor Place-des-Arts métro

514 395-2260, ext. 29

---

**Activity for children:** Play with blocks like a real architect: build and transform one of our projects!

**DISCIPLINES:** Architecture, interior design

[www.cca.qc.ca](http://www.cca.qc.ca)

1920 Baile Street,
Between Saint-Marc and du Fort
Georges-Vanier or
Guy-Concordia métro

+ 6-minute walk
514 939 7026

---

**FOURNIER GERSOVITZ MOSS DROLET ET ASSOCIÉS ARCHITECTES**

Studio specializing in heritage and Nordic architecture. Learn to address the challenges of existing spaces: come discover the daunting adventure of design in a heritage context, north of the 55th parallel.

**Activity for children:** What is a monument? Invent your own!

**DISCIPLINE:** Architecture

[www.fgmda.com](http://www.fgmda.com)

1435 Saint-Alexandre Street, Suite 1000
Between Sainte-Catherine and Mayor Place-des-Arts métro

514 393-9490, ext. 201

---

**BLOUIN TARDIF ARCHITECTURE-ENVIRONNEMENT**

Architecture firm specializing in design and sustainability. Enjoy games with architectural blocks in our brand new offices! Stroll around the atelier, chat with our architects and join a blocks game, where you can re-create and transform one of our recent projects! A playful exercise that highlights the play of spatial organization that is an integral part of an architect’s work.

**EXHIBITION**
**GH+A**
A powerful team of professionals committed to excellence in retail design and brand strategy. Come discover the GH+A experience! We’ll transport you to each of the many creative worlds that make up our everyday work, from the smallest store design projects to the most expansive shopping and lifestyle centres, along with branding and retail planning. We’re expecting you! **DISCIPLINES:** Interior design, urban design  
www.ghadesign.com  
1100 Canadiens-de-Montréal Avenue Suite 130  
Corner of Peel  
Bonaventure métro  
514 843-5812, ext. 266

**FUTURE CITIES GROUP**
Boutique firm providing integrated services in real-estate planning: architecture, urban planning, interior design, real estate brokerage and more. Presentations of mock-ups, videos and behind-the-scenes materials from recent design projects. See an accelerated view of how a design project unfolds from A to Z.  
**DISCIPLINES:** Architecture, interior design, urban design  
www.futurecities.ca  
1134 Sainte-Catherine Street West  
Suite 1100  
Between Peel and Stanley  
Peel métro  
+ 2-minute walk  
514 876-7291

**MENKÈS SHOONER DAGENAIS LETOURNEUX ARCHITECTES**
Architectural firm active in cultural, residential, institutional, corporate and commercial spheres. Go on a journey of discovery through our projects, with urban integration as the theme. Chat with our architects and technologists.

**MONTRÉAL MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS**
The Montréal Museum of Fine Arts is home to one of North America’s largest collections of decorative arts and design. Visit the museum’s current temporary exhibition and enjoy many varied activities related to art.  
**Activity for children:** Creative activities connected to art and design, for the entire family, in the museum’s new educational studios.  
**EXHIBITION**  
www.mbam.qc.ca  
1380 Sherbrooke Street West  
Corner of du Musée  
24 bus or Peel or Guy métro  
+ 10-minute walk  
514 285-2000

**NEUF ARCHITECT(E)S**
High-profile Montréal architecture and design firm with 7000+ projects in NINE fields of expertise. Come discover our projects, spread all across Montréal, taking advantage of the panoramic view from our 32nd-floor offices, via “Portfolio 360”, a one-of-a-kind creation by NEUF architect(e)s.  
**DISCIPLINES:** Architecture, interior design, urban design  
www.neufarchitectes.com  
630 René-Lévesque Boulevard West  
32nd floor  
Between University and Union Square-Victoria or McGill métro  
+ 5-minute walk  
514 847-1117

**PLANIA**
Planning and design studio focusing on landscape architecture, urban design and urban planning. Explore a series of panels explaining the firm’s projects, and view a continuously running PowerPoint presentation.
Visitors will be guided by professionals on site and will be able to converse with them about the creative process behind Plania's projects.

**Activity for children:** Design a garden!

**DISCIPLINES:** Landscape architecture, urban design

[link to website]

1060 University Street, Suite 400
Corner of de la Gauchetière
Bonaventure métro
514 527-3300

---

**TOURMALINE MTL**

Small-scale jewelry workshop. Presentation of jewels and explanation of various jewelry techniques.

**DISCIPLINES:** Object design

620 Cathcart Street, Suite 654
Corner of Union
McGill métro
514 386-4144

---

**THIBODEAU ARCHITECTURE + DESIGN**

Do peerless work. Build a sustainable future. Make a difference. And have fun doing it! Come and discuss sustainable design and urban farming with us.

**DISCIPLINES:** Architecture, interior design

[link to website]

460 Sainte-Catherine Street West
Suite 606
Corner of Saint-Alexandre
McGill or Place-des-Arts métro
+ 5-minute walk
514 276-9595

---

**TP1**

Digital creativity agency specialized in strategy, design, Web, mobility and advertising. Live "typographical performance" by the Garbage Beauty collective (www.garbagebeauty.com).

**Activity for children:** Design your icon on the giant pixelier!

**DISCIPLINES:** Graphic design, interactive design

[link to website]

1410 Stanley Street, Suite 500
North of Sainte-Catherine
Peel métro
514 262-3939

---

**CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY, DEPARTMENT OF DESIGN & COMPUTATION ARTS**

Our Department encompasses the areas of visual communication, the built environment, and interaction design, within the overarching principle of sustainability. Within a state-of-the-art urban campus in the heart of Montreal, students and faculty participate in collaborative, experimental teaching and research activities. Come tour our cutting edge technical and manufacturing facilities, and experience projects created by our world-renowned faculty and their students.

**EXHIBITION**

[link to website]

1515 Sainte-Catherine Street West, 6th and 7th floors
Corner of Guy
Guy-Concordia métro
514 848-2424, ext. 4626

---

**Kollectif.net**

Architecturally informed

**Partners:**

- Montreal
- UNESCO City of Design
- Mission Design
- ESQUISES
- INDEX Design

**Sponsors:**

- Pasquin St-Jean
- Contrac
- Montréal
- 30one
- v2com
LA VITRINE – DESIGN MONTRÉAL OPEN HOUSE INFORMATION CENTRE
Located in the 2-22 building, the cultural nerve centre of the Quartier des spectacles, La Vitrine is dedicated to promotion and ticket sales for all cultural activities in Montréal. Stop by to create your Design Montréal Open House itinerary and, while there, cast your eye on the giant screens to view all of the submissions to the On the trail of design contest.

www.lavitrine.com
2 Sainte-Catherine Street West
Corner of Saint-Laurent
Saint-Laurent métro
514 285-4545

AGENCE MONDE RUELLE
The agency promotes local designers, specifically those active in the Slow Design movement and in sustainable, responsible design. Companies will present their products along with their creative and production processes.

EXHIBITION
www.monderuelle.com
2205 Parthenais Street, Suite 112
Between de Rouen and Larivière
24 or 125 bus
+ 3-minute walk or
Frontenac métro
+ 10-minute walk
514 667-6989

CENTRE DE DESIGN DE L’UQÀM
The Centre de design de l’UQÀM is one of the leading presentation venues in Canada for exhibitions of graphic, industrial and urban design, as well as architecture and fashion design. Presentation of projects by students of the UQÀM School of Design, as part of the Design international 2013 workshops.

EXHIBITION
www.centrededesign.uqam.ca
1440 Sanguinet Street
Between Sainte-Catherine and De Maisonneuve
Berri-UQÀM métro
514 987-3395

CLAUDÉ CORMIER + ASSOCIÉS AND THE SDC DU VILLAGE
Present the temporary pink ball-making workshop. Visit the workshop where the manufacturing and assembly on wires of the thousands of pink baubles, as well as their storage and packaging, takes place.

www.unmondevunvillage.com
www.aireslibres.com
864 Sainte-Catherine Street East
Corner of Saint-André
Berri-UQÀM métro
514 529-1168

030 – DESIGN MONTRÉAL OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY, MAY 5, FROM NOON TO 5 P.M.
COUPLE D'IDÉES AT AGENCE MONDE RUELLE
Couple d'idées revisits the space of writing, creating entertaining and inspiring notebooks printed in Montréal. We will be on site to present our paper collection as well as the steps that led to its production: from inspiration to the idea taking shape, from mock-up to prototype, from production to marketing. An exciting adventure! DISCIPLINES: Graphic design, industrial design www.coupledidees.com 2205 Parthenais Street, Suite 112 Between de Rouen and Larivière 24 or 125 bus + 3-minute walk or Frontenac métro + 10-minute walk 514 667-6989

DESIGN PAR JUDITH PORTIER
Multidisciplinary-design studio focused on mobility and user-centric experiences in planning and event-design projects. See the première presentation of our latest project: a trailer converted into a mobile canteen. Step into our creative world with “making-of” videos, plans and photos of our container refit projects, custom installations and trade-show furniture. Meet the members of our multidisciplinary team. Activity for children: Over at Thomas&cie, the young and young-at-heart can have fun with the “Colorisateur”, the interactive tool that was used to create the poster for the OUMF Festival. DISCIPLINES: Event design, exhibition design, environment design www.judithportier.ca 1410 Panet Street Corner of Sainte-Catherine Beaudry métro 514 597-0936

LA CAMARADERIE
A multidisciplinary design studio specializing in installations and participatory projects, La Camaraderie will be setting up shop temporarily in its “natural habitat”: the public arena. Discover our projects as well as our immersive, participatory installation near Place des festivals, in the heart of the Quartier des spectacles. Your destination: the truck at the corner of Sainte-Catherine and Balmoral! DISCIPLINES: Graphic design, industrial design www.lacamaraderie.com On the Corner of Balmoral and Sainte-Catherine Streets Place-des-Arts métro 438 876-8937

MAGMA DESIGN
Our studio is a space for creation: identity, design and strategy. Come forge links with creators. Take part in a group sculpture where participants will work with string. Activity for children: Make a string sculpture. DISCIPLINE: Graphic design www.magmadesign.ca 2065 Parthenais Street, Studio 413 Corner of Larivière 125 bus or Frontenac métro + 10-minute walk 514 750-3774

DAOUST LESTAGE INC. ARCHITECTURE DESIGN URBAIN
Present the Quartier des spectacles – Place des Arts sector.
PANOPLIE
AT AGENCE MONDE RUELLE
Design and production of striking objects to enliven the everyday worlds of people who love to smile and be surrounded by good design. Come and meet the designers at Panoplie, discover the Gluk manufacturing process, and help create new patterns.
Activity for children: Design an original pattern on Gluk coasters!
DISCIPLINE: Industrial design
www.panoplie.ca
2205 Parthenais Street, Suite 112
Between de Rouen and Larivièvre
24 or 125 bus
+ 3-minute walk or
Frontenac métro
+ 10-minute walk
514 274-8356

PROVENCHER ROY
+ ASSOCIÉS ARCHITECTES
Presents L'Architecture impliquée at the Espace culturel Georges-Émile-Lapalme, Place des Arts. An invitation to discover the exhibition Provencher Roy – Architecture – Urban Planning – Interior Design, to be presented in the Espace culturel, the installation of which represents a micro-environment of the firm’s creative atelier. Visitors will also have the chance to meet with the architects of the firm, as well as the interior designers of Moureaux Hauspy + Associés Designers, a partner firm of Provencher Roy. The Espace culturel was created in a consortium with Menkès Shooner Dagenais LeTourneux architectes. This key cultural venue is a powerful work, its architectural sweep heralding the renaissance of Place des Arts.
DISCIPLINES: Architecture, interior design, urban design
www.sidleearchitecture.com
www.laplacedesarts.com
175 Sainte-Catherine Street West
Between Saint-Urbain and Jeanne-Mance
Place-des-Arts métro
514 285-4200

SIGNATURE DESIGN COMMUNICATION
Presents Movable street furniture components for use by festivals. Discover, in their usage contexts, movable street furniture components for use by festivals, along with the process underlying their design.
DISCIPLINE: Industrial design, signage
www.signaturedesign.ca
www.quarterdesspectacles.com
Place des festivals
Corner of Jeanne-Mance and Sainte-Catherine
Place-des-Arts métro
514 285-4465, ext. 222

SURFACE3
Presents De Farine et d’eau Fraîche. Discover the wonders of DFEF, where fine pastries and design intersect in a fantastical fairy-tale universe.
DISCIPLINES: Graphic design, industrial design, interior design
www.surface3.com
www.dfef.ca
1701 Amherst Street
Between Robin and de Maisonneuve
Berri or Beaudry métro
+ 7-minute walk
514 270-8284

SID LEE ARCHITECTURE
Presents the Salon Urbain, Place des Arts. Presentation of the Salon urbain de la Place des Arts project; meeting with the creative and technical team.
DISCIPLINES: Architecture, interior design, urban design
www.sidleearchitecture.com
www.laplacedesarts.com
175 Sainte-Catherine Street West
Between Saint-Urbain and Jeanne-Mance
Place-des-Arts métro
514 285-4200
AKUFEN
This agency specializes in branding as well as Web design, strategy and programming. Animated GIFs featuring the day’s visitors will be created and projected on site. Activity for children: Colouring workshop based around projects completed by the agency over the past year. DISCIPLINES: Graphic design, interactive design www.akufen.ca 4030 Saint-Ambroise Street Suite 300 Corner of Louis-Cyr Place-Saint-Henri métro 514 656-0976

ARCHITEM WOLFF SHAPIRO KUSKOWSKI ARCHITECTES
Architecture office founded by women, celebrating 25 years of personalized design. View a video retrospective of their past projects and take guided tours of the studio. Activity for children: Notebook of architectural activities designed by the Architem team. DISCIPLINES: Architecture, interior design www.architem.ca 4920 De Maisonneuve Boul. West Suite 500 Vendôme métro + 61 bus westbound or Bonaventure métro + 107 bus southbound 514 934-1744

CATALYSE URBAIN ARCHITECTURE ET PAYSAGES
Catalyse Urbaine is an architecture and landscape design agency that integrates nature into the built environment. It has built a green roof on the heritage building that houses its offices in the Pointe-St-Charles neighbourhood. The agency takes on extremely diversified commissions, ranging from residential construction to urban design to wetlands management. www.catalyseurbaine.com 1100 de Condé Street Corner of Grand Trunk Square-Victoria métro + 61 bus westbound or Bonaventure métro + 107 bus southbound 514 934-6346, ext. 2

SUNDAY, MAY 5, FROM NOON TO 5 P.M. DESIGN MONTREAL OPEN HOUSE – 033
CHEZ VALOIS
Branding and package design firm, specialized in fine foods and cosmetics products, among others. Chez Valois invites you to “get wrapped up” in an engaging discussion about the challenges of product packaging and identity and, at the same time, appreciate the containers it has created and even taste their contents! Macaroons, chips, caramel cakes, ice cream, sorbets, cakes, savoury and sugary pies, fine chocolates, still cider, sparkling cider, ice cider, foie gras, rillettes, patés, teas, spreads, and more! It’s about design as an excuse for eating and sharing!
Activity for children: Budding designers can create their own package designs: blank boxes, crayons, scissors, cardboard and glue will be made available to them to let their imaginations run wild.
DISCIPLINES: Graphic design, industrial design
www.chezvalois.com
5524 Saint-Patrick Street, A-206
Corner of de l’Église
Charlevoix métro + 37 bus or 101 bus westbound
514 279-9393

GROUPE IBI / CHBA
Multidisciplinary firm – Creators of urban spaces – Committed to nurturing the meaning of the city and to reinventing innovative solutions. An interactive tour of our projects with videos and models..
DISCIPLINES: Architecture, landscape architecture, urban design
www.cardinal-hardy.ca
1751 Richardson Street
Suite 6.200
Between de Montmorency and Shearer
Charlevoix métro + 107 bus or 57 bus or 12-minute walk
514 844-1818, ext. 133

HARRICANA PAR MARIOUCHE
A mainstay of eco-friendly, luxurious fashion, Harricana stands out with its trend-forward creations made of recycled noble materials. During the Design Montréal Open House, make your own pompoms from recycled fur and take home a stylized key ring.

The Harricana team also offers you a tour of the Économusée de la création de mode, a museum circuit focusing on the creative principle behind the Écoluxe brand. A warehouse of recyclables, trendy paintings, one-of-a-kind pieces and opportunities for exchange with our artisans await you!
DISCIPLINE: Fashion design
www.harricana.qc.ca
3000 Saint-Antoine Street West
Corner of Atwater
Lionel-Groulx métro
+ 3-minute walk
514 287-6517, ext. 201

LEMAY
Integrated design services in architecture, interior design and urban design provided to decision-makers seeking creative projects with a sustainability focus. Commented tour of the Lemay environment planning concept (2,500 m²); presentation of major current projects; CGI animation.
Activity for children: Kids are invited to build major projects of the future out of LEGO blocks.
DISCIPLINES: Architecture, interior design, urban design
www.lemayonline.com
780 Brewster Avenue, 4th floor
Between Saint-Antoine and Saint-Jacques
Lionel-Groulx métro
+ 5-minute walk
514 787-3322

MARTHA FRANCO
ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN
The Montréal Architectural Heritage Campaign award-winning MFA&D offices amalgamate past and present in a former bank space. Visitors will be welcomed by the architect and have a chance to view retrospective plus current projects.
DISCIPLINES: Architecture, interior design
www.marthafranco.ca
1850 Notre-Dame Street West
Corner of des Seigneurs
36 bus or Georges-Vanier métro
+ 10-minute walk
514 509-9080
THE COMMONS INC.
Urban design and architecture agency dedicated to strategic design and development. Come and see the inaugural sitting of La Chambre des Commons Inc. (see our website for more details).

DISCIPLINES: Architecture, urban design

www.thecommonsinc.com
4710 Saint-Ambroise Street
Suite 252
Corner of Courcelle
36 or 191 bus or Place-Saint-Henri métro
+ 12-minute walk
514 907-5975

CABINET BRAUN-BRAËN
Presents the Auberge Saint-Gabriel. This interior décor is an exercise in the memory of a people, replete with salutes to our past, both near and distant.

DISCIPLINE: Interior design

www.cabinetbb.com
www.lesaint-gabriel.com
426 Saint-Gabriel Street
South of Notre-Dame
Champ-de-Mars or Place d'Armes métro
+ 8-minute walk
514 878-3561

ESPACE VERRE
Glass-blowing studio and glass art gallery. See professional glass artisans produce items in the glass-blowing studio, and visit the exhibition of works by glass artist Michèle Lapointe.

EXHIBITION

www.espaceverre.qc.ca
1200 Mill Street
Corner of Oak
Bonaventure métro + 74 bus
514 933-8849
GROUPE IBI / DAA
This multidisciplinary team working in landscape architecture, urban planning, urban design and architecture wants to take you to the movies! You’re invited to the première! On the program: our latest achievements, including sustainable projects and a series of innovative short features… and what would a movie be without popcorn?
Activity for children: The architect’s apprentice.
DISCIPLINES: Architecture, landscape architecture, urban design
www.groupeibidaa.com
www.mmbarchitectes.com
460 McGill Street
South of Notre-Dame
Square-Victoria métro + 5-minute walk
514 954-5300

GSMPRJCT
Building on more than 50 years of history, gsmpjct* is a pioneering, major player in the field of exhibition design and production. Presentation of the firm and of key recent projects.
DISCIPLINE: Exhibition design
www.gsmpjct.com
777 de la Commune Street West
Suite 200
Corner of Prince
Bonaventure métro + 515 bus or Square-Victoria Métro + 15-minute walk
514 288-4233

MAISON DE L’ARCHITECTURE DU QUÉBEC
This artist-run centre has been a catalyst for architectural creativity since 2001. Come and explore the exhibition “Dessins à dessein”, a collection of sketches, sketchbooks and drawings by 16 firms from Québec and Canada.
EXHIBITION
www.maisondelarchitecture.ca
181 Saint-Antoine Street West
Corner of Saint-François-Xavier
Place-d’Armes métro
514 868-6691

JEAN-MAXIME LABRECQUE, ARCHITECTE
Architectural design studio active in Québec and Europe since January 2000. Unveiling of a planning proposal for Montréal, the fruit of 20 years of thinking.
DISCIPLINES: Architecture, graphic design, industrial design, interior design, urban design, exhibition design

LEMAYMICHAUD
LEMAYMICHAUD architecture design has a distinctive signature, a singular soul where beauty, efficiency and originality co-exist. “Create your own mood board” workshop; photo presentation of projects.
DISCIPLINES: Architecture, landscape architecture, interior design
www.lemaymichaud.com
742 William Street
Corner of Prince
Square-Victoria métro + 7-minute walk
514 397-8737

WEB
www.inpho.ws
240 Saint-Jacques Street West
Suite 620
Corner of Saint-Jean
Place-d’Armes métro + 5-minute walk
514 909-0220

www.gsmpjct.com
www.maisondelarchitecture.ca
www.lemaymichaud.com
www.mmbarchitectes.com
www.groupeibidaa.com

NFOE ET ASSOCIÉS ARCHITECTES

NFOE is an architecture firm specialized in design of facilities featuring state-of-the-art technology. Go behind the scenes of our Bureau 100.

Activity for children: Drawing workshop: Young architects, draw me your house.

DISCIPLINES: Architecture, interior design

www.nfoe.com
511 Place d’Armes, Suite 100
Corner of Saint-Jacques
Place-d’Armes métro
+ 3-minute walk
514 397-2616

PROSPEK

Communications agency specializing in interactive strategies, powered by the pulse of innovation. Visitors will attend an art exhibition created especially for the occasion, on the theme of “the prospective,” and take part in creating a group work, while discovering the process behind the firm’s projects, experiencing demonstrations (illustrations, mock-ups, video shoots, mobile app, etc.) and living the Prospek adventure.

Activity for children: Be part of the creation of a group work by drawing whatever inspires you!

DISCIPLINE: Graphic design

www.prospek.ca
387B Saint-Paul Street West
Between McGill and Saint-Pierre
Square-Victoria métro
+ 5-minute walk
514 931-4000

RUBIN & ROTMAN ASSOCIATES

A firm focused on personalized service, wide-ranging expertise and a refined esthetic sense enabling creation of quality collaborative works. Discover the many mezzanines testifying to the office’s ever-growing team.

DISCIPLINES: Architecture, interior design

www.rubinrotman.com
270 Prince Street, Suite 200
Between William and Ottawa
715 bus or Square-Victoria métro
+ 8-minute walk
514 861-5122
Sid Lee is a multidisciplinary team of 600 artisans who design innovative experiences for clients. Its studios are located in Montréal, Amsterdam, Paris, Toronto and New York. Sid Lee’s association with Cirque du Soleil, a part owner of the firm, nurtures its creative abilities and expertise in the design of memorable experiences. Our doors will be open to welcome the curious who want to tour our offices and facilities, and get a close-up look at selected design and advertising projects produced in 2012–2013. In an exhibition format, we will be showing the Sid Lee Bootcamp projects in collaboration with Red, our latest creations for Vidéotron, and our most recent adidas campaigns.

**DISCIPLINE:** Graphic design, advertising

**www.sidlee.com**
75 Queen Street, Suite 1400
Between Wellington and de la Commune
Square-Victoria métro
+ 7-minute walk
514 282-2200, ext. 603

---

**SID LEE ARCHITECTURE**

Architecture, interior design and urban design firm. Our approach is to harness the power of multidisciplinary thinking through alliances of architects and practitioners from various disciplines. Visit of the architecture studio.

**DISCIPLINES:** Architecture, interior design, urban design

**www.sidleearchitecture.com**
75 Queen Street, Suite 1400
Between Wellington and de la Commune
Square-Victoria métro
+ 7-minute walk
514 282-6834, ext. 665

---

Follow us on [Facebook](#) [YouTube](#)

**Montreal**

Find out more about the Draft Montréal Development Plan

**Montreal QC.ca/montrealfortomorrow**

---

**MONTRÉAL FOR TOMORROW**

---

**038 – DESIGN MONTRÉAL OPEN HOUSE**

**SUNDAY, MAY 5, FROM NOON TO 5 P.M.**
TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR PARTICIPATION IN THE 6TH DESIGN MONTRÉAL OPEN HOUSE, DESIGNERS HAD TO HAVE WON AN AWARD OR DISTINCTION, OR BEEN A FINALIST OR WINNER IN A LOCAL OR INTERNATIONAL DESIGN OR ARCHITECTURE COMPETITION, WITHIN THE PAST TWO YEARS.

LIST OF RECOGNIZED LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL AWARDS AND DISTINCTIONS
— Alcuin Society Design Awards
— Applied Arts Awards
— Best of Canada Design Awards
— Boomerang Awards
— Canadian Architect Awards of Excellence
— CODE Souvenir Montréal
— CSLA Awards of Excellence
— Design Edge Canada Regional Design Awards
— Design Exchange Awards
— Facteur d.
— Grands prix du design
— Grafika Awards
— Governor General’s Medals in Architecture
— Les Mérites d’architecture de la Ville de Québec
— New York Type Director’s Club Awards
— Prix Aménagement Les Arts et la Ville
— Prix d’excellence en architecture de l’OAQ
— Prix d’excellence cecobois

LISTED ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN COMPETITIONS
— DistrictMontréal Winter Design Competition
— Guy-Gagnon Building Architecture Competition
— Light Therapy in Quartier des spectacles
— Namur –Jean-Talon Ouest Urban Design Competition
— Place de l’Acadie Landscape Architecture Competition
— Saint-Laurent Sports Complex Architecture Competition
— Saul-Bellow Library Architecture Competition
— SMEC Soccer Complex Architecture Competition
— Smith Promenade (Griffintown) Urban Design Competition
— Trois-Rivières Amphitheatre Architecture Competition
— Ubisoft Montréal Design Competition
— Urban Design Ideas Competition: Quartier latin pole
— YUL-MTL: Moving Landscapes International Ideas Competition

2013 DESIGN MONTRÉAL OPEN HOUSE
The Design Montréal Open House is an initiative of the Ville de Montréal in collaboration with the design community and partnership with the ministère de la Culture et des Communications, under the Agreement on the cultural development of Montréal.

PRODUCER
— Ville de Montréal
Bureau du design
303 Notre-Dame Street East
6th floor, Montréal
(Quebec) H2Y 3Y8
info@mtlunescodesign.com
www.mtlunescodesign.com

KEY PARTNERS
— Ministère de la Culture et des Communications
— Société de transport de Montréal (STM)
— Journal 24 Heures

COLLABORATORS
— Héritage Montréal
— La Vitrine
— Tourisme Montréal

MEDIA PARTNERS
— Arrondissement Ville-Marie, Ville de Montréal
— Index-Design
— Infopresse
— Kollectif
— Le Devoir
— Publicité Sauvage
— The Gazette

ORGANIZING PARTNERS
— Association des architectes en pratique privée (AAPPQ)
— Association des architectes paysagistes du Québec (AAPQ)
— Association des designers industriels du Québec (ADIQ)
— Association du design urbain du Québec (ADUQ)
— Association professionnelle des designers d’intérieur du Québec (APDIQ)
— Ordre des architectes du Québec (OAQ)
— Ordre des urbanistes du Québec (OUQ)
— Société des designers graphiques du Québec (SDGQ)

LOGISTICS
— Jacques Beaulieu consultant inc.

GRAPHIC DESIGN
Based on an original idea by OrangeTango (2010)
— DentsuBos
— Graphiques M&H
— Mathieu Lévesque, photographe

SKETCHES
— Daoust Lestage inc. architecture design urbain (place des Festivals, front cover)
— Michel Dallaire Design Industriel (BIXI, back cover)
— Cardin Ramirez Julien + Ædifica (Planétarium Rio Tinto Alcan, promotional posters)
— Sophie Simonnet (furniture, métro station and métro logo)

COMPUTER GRAPHIC DESIGN
— Mance Lanctôt, Fig.com

WEBSITE
— Pixel Circus

PRESS RELATIONS
— Reeves & associés

NEWswire
— v2com

INTERNATIONAL MEDIA INVITED
— Clarín Arquitectura (Argentina)
— Azul (Canada)
— Metropolis (United States)
— The Globe and Mail (Canada)
— AMC Le Moniteur / architecture (France)
— The Gardian / design&architecture (United Kingdom)
— IDPARE magazine (Switzerland)
Sketch of the BIXI
by Michel Dallaire Design Industriel